Scan number 7345 Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatecontrolSAX4_22may10_13
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 93.48
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Raw file nak_UBX2HSAX4_8feb11_08
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 82.67
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Scan number 22247 Raw file nak_ubx4LightSAX5_11nov05
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 117.7
Scan number 31993 Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX5_21may16
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 143.39
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Scan number: 25948  
Raw file: nak_ubx4LightSAX4_11nov04  
Method: ITMS; CID  
Pepti...: 90.69
Protein Group 672
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Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX2_21may13
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 75.48
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Scan number 15021
Raw file nak_UBX2HSAX6_8feb11_10
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 194.48
Scan number 13027 Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatecontrolSAX3_21may22 Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 112.75
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Scan number 25643 Raw file nak_UBX6SAX2L_14jan11_12
Method ITMS; CID Peptide 158.04
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Scan number 14525 Raw file nak_ubx5L_SAX6_08Sep6
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 55.01
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Scan number 14968
Raw file nak_UBX6SAX1L_14Jan11_11
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 127.83
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Scan number 13614 Raw file nak_UBX3LSAX6_28jan11_24
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 199.37
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Scan number 11193 Raw file nak_ubx4LightSAX3_11nov03

Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 196.88
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Scan number 14808
Raw file nak_UBX3HSAX5_28jan11_31
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 107.21
Scan number 15317 Raw file nak_WTonetooneSAX2_4feb11_02
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 72.7
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Scan number 8552
Raw file nak_WTonetooneSAX6_4feb11_06
Method ITMS; CID Peptid... 85.54
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Scan number 33399
Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX4_21may15
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 41.11
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Raw file nak_UBX6SAX3L_14jan11_13
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Raw file nak_ubx4LightSAX5_11nov05
Method ITMS; CID Pept... 200.55
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Scan number 16977
Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX6_14may10_10
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 193.96
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Scan number 12443 Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX6_21may17
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 102.64
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Method: ITMS; CID

Peptide Mass: 165.7
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Protein Group 2114
Scan number: 39190
Raw file: nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX2_14may10_06
Method: ITMS; CID
Peptide: 138.94
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Scan number 25603 Raw file nak_ubx4LightSAX6_11nov06
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 85.96
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Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 182.82
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Scan number 18206
Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX4_14may10_08
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 147.09
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Scan number 29108 Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX4_21may15
Method ITMS; CID Pepti...
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Scan number 24193 Raw file nak_UBX2HSAX3_8feb11_07
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 177.78
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Scan number 29177
Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatecontrolSAX4_22may10_13
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 140.49
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Scan number 3779 Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX5_22may10_6
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 77.64
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Scan number 10035 Raw file nak_UBX2HSAX3_8feb11_07
Method ITMS; CID Pepti... 96.64
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Scan number 11116

Raw file nak_cdc48UbconjugatesSAX5_14may10_09

Method ITMS; CID

Peptidome 71.56
Scan number: 19097
Raw file: nak_UBX3HSAX4_28jan11_30
Method: ITMS; CID
Peptid... 110.53